DELIVER YOUR COMPLEX NOTES/DOMINO TRANSFORMATION PROJECTS ON TIME AND ON BUDGET.

A new approach to modernizing your digital workspace faster.
TECHNOLOGY THAT MAKES EVERYONE’S LIVES EASIER, NOT HARDER.

Knock Down the Roadblocks that Stand in Your Way

- Intelligently reveal and eliminate unused applications before your project begins
- Use accurate scoping insights to easily prioritize tasks and allocate resources
- Quickly and efficiently resolve common source coding problems using advanced source code analysis

Significantly Reduce Your Project Costs

- Instantly identify your apps that share common functionality and save costs through consolidation
- Code analysis pinpoints recurring errors so patches can be applied immediately where needed
- Easily identify and cancel inactive user licenses for rapid cost reduction

Make Your Complex Projects Easy

- Optimize your project with our unique Code Complexity Rating
- Allocate your resources as efficiently as possible to improve project forecasting and shorten schedules
- Logically distribute your project costs to your stakeholders according to the benefits they receive
- Significantly increase your ability to deliver on time and on budget

Reduce Your Project Scope By Up to 90%

Don’t waste your resources. If you’re counting these in your plans, your project is off to a very bad start. Your project scope will be completely wrong. Your delivery times will be wrong. You’ll be using too many developers. At best, your budget will be higher than it should be. At worst, the project could fail.

iDNA Applications helps you easily deliver your first, major quick project win. It automatically analyzes your applications looking at usage. You’ll be able to make fact-based decisions about which applications should be migrated or modernized and those that can be ignored.
iDNA Applications gives you access to all your source code in one place. Searches for common problem areas such as database dependencies, hardcoded names and other project blockers come predefined.

We’ve seen as much as 95% code duplication in many installations. That means only a fraction of the issues you find are unique. Since you’ll see exactly where the problems are located, you only need to write a fix once per issue. After that, you just cut and paste to apply it wherever you need it.
GET MORE DONE, NOT JUST MORE DATA.

iDNA delivers knowledge about your applications with a granularity like no one else can.

Whether this is your first modernization/migration project or your last, iDNA Applications shows you the way to deliver on time and on budget.

Contact us today, and let’s get your next project started!

Find Out More

About panagenda
With panagenda you benefit from a comprehensive combination of consulting, services and our very own, innovative software solutions for the analysis and optimization of your IT landscape. Our experienced solutions architects, consultants, administrators and developers work from five offices and over 15 locations with clients in over 70 countries in all corners of the world.